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l. Introduction. In the past few years, there has been a major research effort
devoted to the study of the HOC optimization of linear systems. We refer the reader to
[\3] for an extensive set of references. In this paper we consider the problem of the
H'Xl-optimization for multivariable distributed systems.
Motivations leading to the H OC optimization in systems theory lie in the most
natural problems of control engineering such as robust stabilization, sensitivity minimi
zation, and model matching. It can be shown that, in the sense of H OC optimality, these
problems are equivalent, and can be stated (see [13]) as one standard problem. Consider
the setup shown in Fig. 1. In this configuration w, U, y, and z are vector-valued signals
with w the exogenous input representing the disturbances, measurement noises, etc.,
u the command signal, z the output to be controlled, and y the measured output. G
represents a combination of the plant and the weights in the control system. The
oo
standard H problem is to find a stabilizing controller K such that the H OC norm of
the transfer function from w to z is minimized. For finite -dimensional systems an
expression for a suboptimal controller is given in [2] and [4] using a state-space
approach.
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Now it is quite well known that an optimal solution of the standard problem can
be reduced to finding the singular values of a certain operator (the so-called four block
operator) that will be defined below. For details we refer the reader to [5]-[7],
Depending on the specific problem considered, the corresponding four block operator
can be simplified to a 2-bJock or a I-block operator.
This paper is based on several previous papers [6]-[12], [21], and basically employs
the skew Toeplitz framework of [3] to study the standard problem. We should note
that software for the implementation of the techniques used in this paper has already
been written at the Systems Research Center of Honeywell, Minneapolis in collabo
ration with Blaise Morton, and has been applied to several distributed systems including
a flexible beam problem. We plan to write a paper with several such "benchmark"
examples with Blaise Morton in the near future.
The present paper is organized as follows. In the next section we set up some
notation and give some background on the ideas taken from previous work. In § 3 we
derive our main result which is a rank type formula for the singular values of the fou r
block operator. We illustrate a special case of our main result by considering SISO
plants in § 4, and by giving an explicit example in § 5. Finally, in § 6 we summarize
our results and make some comments.

that JL is e
element of
(i.e., eigen
complemeJ
of those A

2. Problem definition and preJiminary remarks. We will now state the standard
oo
H problem and define the four block operator. We will also present some preliminary
results from earlier work [3], [6], [7]. Throughout the paper all Hardy spaces are
defined on the unit disc D in the standard way. For an integer m we denote the
canonical unilateral shift (defined by multiplication by z) on H2( C m ) by S: H2(C'" )~
H2(C m ) and the bilateral shift on L2(C m ) by U: L2(C m ) ~ L2(C m ). Let W, F, G, J, and
oo
M be H matrices, of sizes p x m, p x I, q x m, q x I, and p x p, respectively, with
p ~ max {m, I}, where W, F, G, J have rational entries, and M is a nonconstant inner
matrix. These matrices are associated with the weighting matrices and the plant in the
usual way of transforming the standard problem to the 4-block framework (i.e., via
Youla parametrization and some inner outer factorizations; see, e.g., [13] and [20]).
It is important to note that for many problems of interest, in the case of rational
weights and distributed stable plants, this reduces to the kind of problem described
oo
below. See [15] for all the details. The standard H problem amounts to finding

where for a k x n matrix of the form [~ g], (A, B, C, D having appropriate sizes with
entries in L 00), we set

(For the norm on the right-hand side the k x n matrix is taken as a linear operator
from C n to C k for each fixed ~ in aD, the unit circle.) Note that if F = G = J =0 then
this problem reduces to the classical Nehari problem, which is also known as the
l-block problem. For F = J = 0 we have the 2-block problem.
To the p x p inner matrix M, we associate the spaces H(M):= H 2(C P )8MH 2(C' )
and L(M):=L 2(C P)8MH 2(C P). Let PH(M):H2(CP)~H(M), PL (M):L 2(CP) ...
L(M), PH 2 : L2(C P) ~ H 2(CP), and PL 2e H2 : L2(C P) ~ L 2(C P)8H 2(CP) be orthl'.onn,ahl
projections.
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We now define the 4-block operator (see [5] and [7]):
A:=

~mplo ys

lid n ote
alre ady
;ollabo-

W(S)
G(S)

[PH ( M)

'perator

PL(M)F(

U)].

l( U)

e that A: H2(C '1' )ffi L2(C') ~ L(M)ffi L2(C Q ).
In the paper, by a slight abuse of notation, ~ will denote a complex variable as
I as an element of aD. The context will make the meaning clear. Note that W(S)
be seen as the operator defined by multiplication by Wen, and similarly for G(S),
U), and l( U) . Using the com mutant lifting theorem [18, pp. 257-259], we can show
J-L is equal to IIAII. (See [5] and [7] for the details.) Note that IIAI12 is the largest
t of IT(A* A), the spectrum of A* A. IT(A* A) consists of the discrete spectrum
, eigenvalues with finite multiplicity), which we denote by lTd(A* A), and its
plement lTe(A* A), the essential spectrum. The essential spectrum of A* A consists
those A E C for which there exists

[;:J

E

C:J ~ 0 weakly as

H'(Cm)ffi L'(C')

with

11[;:] II, ~

1

'In

~ I,

n ~ 00, such that

(Al- A* A) [;:] -> 0

as n -> 00.

IIAlle, is defined as
IIAII; = max {A: A E lTe(A* A)}.

essential norm, denoted by

In the SISO case we have that (see [7, Thm . 3.2])

IIAll e= max (a, {3, y),

a

~ max {II [~ii; ~«i; ]II: {E ~.(T)},

{3 =max {II[G(~)

l(n]ll: ~EaD},

(Te( T) denotes the essential spectrum of the operator T:= PH(M )sl H(M). We let C!Jl
the set of all A E aD that do not lie on any of the open arcs of aD on which M(~)
a unitary operator-valued analytic function. Then from [17] and [18], we have that

In the case of infinite-dimensional MIMO systems it may be difficult to find the essential
rm of A. Nevertheless, upper and lower bounds can be obtained in terms of a, {3,
This is discussed in detail in § 3.2.
Note that when IIAII > IIAlle, IIAI12 is an eigenvalue of A* A. Here we are going to
op a rank type formula for the eigenvalues of A *A. We will show that this formula
obtained by a certain linear system of equations (called the singular system in [7]).
e equations are derived from the inversion of two Toeplitz operators and the
tial inversion of a skew Toeplitz operator. It is important to note that in the
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2-block problem, one of the Toeplitz operator inversions disappears, and in the I-block
case the same is true for both of the Toeplitz operator inversions. The Fredholm
conditions on the invertibility of the skew Toeplitz operator (which is essentiall~
invertible) and the coupling between various systems of equations constitute the singu
system. See also [3] and [7].

3. Main results.
3.1. Discrete spectrum. Let us begin with the following assumption W =
F = C / k, G = D / k, and J = E / k, where B, C, D, E are polynomial matrices and
a scalar polynomial. We denote by n an upper bound for the degree of the entries
all polynomial matrices appearing throughout the paper.
Now it is easy to see that p2 is an eigenvalue of A* A if and only if there
a nonzero

e.

such that
(p 2k(S)*k(S)J - B(S)* PH(M)B(S) - D(S)* D(S))x
(la)

- (PH2(B( U)* PL(M)C( U) + D( U)* E( U)))y

= 0,

and
(lb)

-(( C( U)* PH(M)B(S) + E( U)* D(S)))x
2

+(p k( U)*k( U)J - C( U)* PL(M)C( U) - E( U)* E( U))y = O.

Note that PH(M)B(S)x = B(Ox - M(~)PH2M(O* B(Ox. Followingthetechniquesu
in [3], we make the factorization
(fl )
where nb(o is a polynomial matrix of size p x m and Mb(~) is an inner matrix of
m
m x m. We now decompose the space H2(C ) as H(Mb)ffi MbH2(Cm), and ex
x = Xb + MbX~ where Xb E H(Mb) and x~ E H2(C m). Then we have

Since Mb is inner,
PH2M(O* B(Ox

= nb(OX~ + PH2nb(OMb(~)*Xb'

By (fl) we see that the right-hand side of this last equality is equal to

M(O* B(OMb(~)X~ + PH2nb(~)Mb(O*Xb'
We can write nb(o=nbO+nb\~+"
Mb(~)*Xb

for some U-i

E

·+nbn~n.

The fact that XbE H(Mb) implies

= ~-\u_\ + ~-2U_2 + ...

Cm, i ~ 1. Therefore,
PH2nb(~)Mb(~)*Xb

n

n

i=\

j=i

=L L

Combining the above computations we get

nbj~j-iu_i

=: Xwb'
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Similarly, for the computation of
PUM)C( U)y
~e

= C( U)y -

MPH~

M*Cy,

use the factorization

.(2)

\Ihere O,.(~) is a polynomial mi.trix of size p x 1 and Me is an inner matrix of size 1x I.
\s before we write y = Yc + M,y: where Ye E L( M) and y: E H2(C'). Let .o.,(n =
!lL0 +0Cl~+' .. +.o.'I1C, Then
n

PH2.o.,M~ Yc =

11

L L
i= I

for some V-i

E

C', i

=

.o.li~J-iV _ i =: Ywe

j=i

I, ... , n. This leads us to
PL(!vt)C( U)y = C( U)Yc - Myw,'

~ow

we see that, with the above factorizations and decompositions, (1 a), (1 b) are
to

~quivalent

(p 2 k(S)*k(S)I - D(S)* D(S) - B(S)* B(S))Xb
i ~a)

-PH~((B(

U)*C( U) + D( U)* E( U))y, + D( U)* E( U)McY~· )

+(p k(S)* k(S) 1- D(S)* D(S)) MbX~
2

= -

B(S)* MXwb - PH~ B( U)* MY",e,

and

(p 2 k( U)*k( U)I - E( U)* E( U) - C( U)*C( U))Ye
12b)

-( C( U)* B(S) + E( U)* D(S))Xb - E( U)* D(S)MhX~

+(p 2 k( U)*k( U)l- E( U)* E( U))McY:· = -C( U)* MY",e - C( U)* MX"h'
'Jaw we will compute P H2(B(U)*C(U)+D(U)*E(U))yc- First write

B( U)*C( U) + D( U)* E( U) = Q~1l U*n

+ ... + Qb+' .. + Q!l Un.

Then,
PH2Q~iU*iYe = Q~i PH2U*iy, = Q~;S*;(PH~Ye)

Let y, = ... + Yc(_I)~-1

+ Yc(o)+ Y'(I)~+' . '. Then

P H2Q: Uiyc

=

Q:S i (PH 2yJ+ Q:(~; - IYC{_I)+' .. + Yet-i»)'

Therefore,
PH2(B( U)*C( U) + D( U)* E( U))Yc
11

= (B(S)*C(S)

+ D(S)* E(S))(PH" y..) + L

Q:(~i-lYC(_I) + ... + Yef - i»)'

;= I

Similarly, we have
PH" D( U)* E( U) MeY:· = D(S)* E(S)McY~

Hence (2a) is equivalent to
( p~k(S)*k(S)I - D(S)* D(S) - B(S)* B(S))Xh + (p 2 k(S)*k(S)I- D(S)* D(S))MbX~

:3a)

-((B(S)*C(S) + D(S)* E(S))y; + D(S)* E(S)MeY~)
n

= - B(S)* MXwh - B(S)* MY",e

+L

Q;(C-1Yd-l) + ... + Yet-i»),

i=l

where Y;:= PH" Ye' Note that we have Y = y~ + Y; + MeY~·, where y~ E L( M")8 H( M..),
\'(~ E H (M,.), and y~. E H2( C').
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Ivith 1

We will separate the equation (2b) into two parts by taking the ortho

projections on H '( ell and

L'( ell e

H '( ell. As in the above discussion, iF

p2k( U)*k( U)I - E( U)* E( U) - C( U)*C( U) =:

gonll

Q~" u*" + ... + Q~+' .. + Q!V"

08 b(

hich
~a)

·here

then we have

PH2(p2k( U)*k( U)I - E( U)* E( U) - C( U)*C( U))Yc
= (p2k(S)* k(S)I - E (S)* E(S) - C(S)* C(S))y; +

"

i~1 Q;({i-1 Yc (_n+· .. + Yd I ·

2

Hence the projection of (2b) on H (C') gives

(p 2k(S)* k(S) 1- E (S)* E (S) - C(S)* C(S»)y; + (p2k(S)* k(S)I - E(S)* E(S ))
(3b)

-( C(S)* B(S) + E (S)* D(S))Xb - E(S)* D(S)MbX~

= -C(S)* Mywc - C(S)* MXwb -

L"

Q;({i-1 Yc (_l) + ... + Yc c-n)·

;=1

2

2

We now study the projection of (2b) on L (C')8 H (C'). First note that

PL 2e

H2

)
2 U*i Ye -_ Q2-i U*i Ye- + Q2- i (y-i
~ YeO + .. , + ~y- lYc(i-l),
Q -i

and
PL 2e

H2

2Ui
Q i Yc

= Q2UiYe- i

of t1
whil

Q2(yi-l
i ~ Ye(-I )+ ... + Yc(-i) ) .

Hence

PL2e H2(p2k( U)* k( U)I - E( U)* E( U) - C( U)*C( U))Ye
= (p 2k( U)*k( U)I - E( U)* E( U) - C( U)*C( U))y~

" Q~i({ - iYeo+' .. + {-I Ye(i-n)
+ L
i= \

- L"

Q;({i-1 Ye (_n+' .. + YC(-j)'

i= 1

This takes care of the first term in (2b). For the projections of the other terms we use
the following notation:
p2k( U)*k( U)I - E( U)* E( U) =:

C( U)* B( U) + E( U)* D( U)=:
E(U)*D(U)=:

Q~" U*" + ... + Q~+' .. + Q~ Un,
Q~" U*" + ... + Q6+' .. + Q~ Un,

Q~"U*"+" '+Q~+" '+Q~U",

M b({)=: MbO+ Mb\{1 + Mb2{2+ . .. ,
Me({) =: Meo+ MC\{1 + MC2{2+ . .. ,
M({) =: Mo+ M\{\ + M2{2+ . .. ,
C(U)*=: ct+ctU*+" ·+C~U*n,
X~({) =: X~o+ X~I{\ + ...

y~({) =: Y~o+ y~\{\

,

+ ... ,

Xb({) =: XbO+ Xh\{\ + ... .

FOI

to l

vo parts by taking the orthog
the above discussion, if

I
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anal

Q2-n U*n +, , ,+ Q o2 +' , ,+ Q2" U",

/
/
With this notation, taking the projection of (2b) on L2( C )8 H 2( C ), and then multiply
ing both sides of the resulting equation by ~ - n (this is equivalent to the operation U*n,
/
/
which is left invertible on L2(C )8 H 2(C » will give us

X3 (~ - I)y ; := F3 (~ - I),

(4a)
where

X3(~ - I)= Q~ n~-2n+ " ' +Q6~ - n+" '+Q~,
n

n

I

and

i -I

F3 (~ - I) := L QT L ~ - n +i -jYc( _j) - L Q~ i L ~ - n + i -jYe{j)
i= 1

j = 1
i- I

C; L

- L

L M j - k L Dc(s+k )V-s

~-n +j -i

j=O
k=O
s=1
i- I
n
i
i- j
'
+ "~ Q4- i "~ ~y- n- i+jXbj + "Q5"
~
- i ~ ~y- n- j "
~ M b(i- j- k)Xbk
i= 1
j=O
i= 1
j = 1
k= O
n

:p 2k(S)*k(S)I - E(S)* E(S»McY:
* D(S)MbX~

n

Q~i

- L
i=O

Ye(-I )+ ' , ,+ Ye( -i)'

:/)8H 2(C /), First note that
- iyeo + ... + ~ - IYe ( i-I » '

YC<- I)+' .. + Yet- i » ~'

n- k

j

i= 1

- I

j=O

i= 1

n

n

i

i- I

i- j

Mc( i -j - k ) Y~k

L
k=O

j = I

C; L

- L

~ - n -j

L

n-k

j

L M j - k L Db (s+ k)U-

~-n +j - i

S '

j=O
k=O
s= 1
We now play the same game with (3a) and (3b). Indeed, we multiply both sides
of these equations by C. (This is equivalent to the application of the operator Sn,
m
/
which is left invertible on H2(C ) and H2(C ).) Set
p2k(S)* k(S) 1- D(S)* D(S) - B(S)* B(S) =: Q~nS*n + ... + Q~ + ... + Q~Sn,
i= 1

Q~nS*n + .. . + Q6+' .. + Q~Sn,
D(S)* E(S) =: Q~nS*n + ... + Q~+' .. + Q~Sn,
B(S)* =: B ~ + ... + B~ S*n,
polynomial of degree ~n, p(n, we define p(n:= CP*(~-I), Then
p 2 k(S)*k(S)I - D(S)* D(S) =:

U) - C( U)*C( U»yc
U) - C( U)*C( U»y;

For any

it is easy

to see that (3a) cOmbined with (3b) is equivalent to

XI(~)

(4b)

[Y;XbJ + Xin [Mb0

0

J[x~J
[FI(nJ
y~ = F2 (~) ,

Me

where
'ojections of the other terms we use

n +,
~

, ,+ Q6 +, , ,+ Q3n Un ,

, , ,+ Q6 + ' , . + Q4n Un ,
n

n

i- I

i-I

i j

j

FI(~):= L Q~i L C - i+jXbj+ L Q~i L C  + L Mb(j - k ) X~k
j=O

i= 1

+

i= 1

j=O

n

i

n

i= 1

j = 1

i= 1

k=O

i- I

L Q) L C+i-jYc(_j ) L Q ~ i L C - i+jYCj
n

j=O
n

i- I )

i

_ L Q~ i L C - i+j L MC(j -k) Y~k - B(nM(n L L Dbi~i -jU _j
i= 1

+
+

n

j=O

i-I

k=O
j

i= 1 j = 1

n-k

L B; L C - i+ j L M j  k L Db(s+ k)Ui= 1

j=O

n

i-I

k=O
j

S -

s= 1

II  k

L Bi L C - i+j L Mj- k L D c(s+ k) V- s,
i= 1

j= O

k=O

s= 1

B(nM(n

n

i

L L fl cit-jv-j
i= 1 j = 1
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and
/I

F:J

; .- I

n= L

Q~,

;- I

L ( , ' i'Yei + I

; el i ()

;- I

,

,
Q~

- 2:
, '" I

; -

-

I

(' . ,t· i

L

+

;-1

1

II

+

i ·-0

,, - I-;

L

M, . I-;

I-; -,- ()

; --1

j= 0

- ;e/Xh ,

--' 0

0

h(d

I-; ,

u_, 

I

i

~I

C(n M (n 2: I

'~I

, .. I

0 l'
e

I L'

./

, -- 1

/I ._I-;

/

I

+/

L 2: n,,,tiu_;
;

/

Let L ('-'

; -~ I

i

Mh(j-I-;IX~)I-;-C(nM(n

L

Let L ('-; +- i L
; .~

;- 1

I-; ,.. II

.I - II

/I

Mel i - I-; IV;I-;

Q~; ~ ~"

; - I

/

~
I-; -, ()

II

2:

'Ye( -/ , -

i--I

Q '~;

~

/I

~tI rl

L

/I

- L

/

L (' . ;'i

Q',

LOCI,

Mi - I-;

I. ~()

.

+/.; I

V ,.

,. I

Let us summarize the above results in the following:
PRO pos ITIO N 1. p ~ is an eigenvalue of A * A if and only if there exists Xi> E H ( M,
X;) E H~(CI1l),Y :E H(Mc),Y ;E L(Mc )8H(MJ,Y;E H~(C'), not all zero, such that (4
and (4b) hold.
Defining

M '
0'-

Mh
[ 0

0]

M,'

we see that

N

= m

+ I.

Now set

xo:= [ Xh]
+,
Yc

,.
X o '=

[ ']
Xh
"

F o '=
I.

[F']
F~ . p.

Ye

Then (4b) can be rewritten as

(5)
Remark. Equation (5) is exactly the same type of equation that we obtained '
[12] for the 2-block problem. In the I-block case, we get a similar equation with X~(~
a scalar. In fact, if we assume that dh(n:= det x 2 (?) is not identically equal to zer,
then (5) can be put in the form

(6)
where Xo = x~ XI, Fo = X~ F~, and X~(?) is the algebraic adjoint of X~(n, i.e.,

For (6), we make the factorization
(fJ)

Xo(nM , (?) = M,,(?)Oo(?),

where M 1(£) is N x N inner and flo( {) is N x N polynomial. Then, as shown usin
skew Toeplitz theory in [3], there exists X0- 11 , an N x N H :>" -matrix, such that

X6- ' IXo = 1+

M,

Eo

and

X~)-II Mo

= M, E,

H "' -CONTROL OF MIMO DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
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ror some Eo and E N x N H X'-matrices. MUltiplying both sides of (6) by X6- 11 and
" projection, of the resulting equation, on H (M , ) we. obtain
laking the orthogonal

Pin lHI )XO = PH ( MI I X6- I J Fo( ~).
NoW we make our first assumption of genericity.
Assumption (a1). The operat~ 7:= PH(M,JiH(MoJ is invertible.
With this assumption we obtain
Xo=

(7a)

7

- Ip

H(M, 1

X (- I)
0

C'

rO,

and
(7b)

Next, applying the algebraic adjoint of XJ(~-I), X~(~-I) to both sides of (4a)
we get
(7c)

where dd(~-I) = det XJ(~-I). Equation (7a) gives the conditions for invertibility of a
certain skew Toeplitz operator. See also [3]. We see that it is coupled, via F o , to (7b)
and (7c), which give the invertibility conditions of two Toeplitz operators.
We will now show that (7a)-(7c) give finitely many interpolation conditions for
p2 to be an eigenvalue of A * A. From this we will derive the finite matricial rank
condition for the determination of the singular values of A. First note that there exists
y; E L( Me) 8 H (Me) satisfying (7c) if and only if there exists Y; E H2( C') satisfying

(7d)
Indeed, this follows since L (C')8 H (C') is isomorphic to SH 2 (C') = ~H 2 (C') and
the natural isomorphism is given by the reflection operator: ~-I ~ ~.
Next it is easy to see that the right-hand sides of (7a), (7b), and (7d) can be put
into the form
1

7-

1

1

PH(M,IX6-IJ(OFo(O = Ka(~)<P,

PH2( Mo(O*(I - Xo(~)7 - 1 PH(M,l X~- I)(~) )Fo(~))
PH2({-1 X;'(~)FJ(~))

= Kh(~)<P,

= Kd(O<P,

where Ka(~), Kh(~) are H e>:" matrices of sizes N x r and KtI(~) is an I x r polynomial
in ((these all can be explicitly computed from M o, M I , X o, X6- 1 \ X 3 , Fo, and F 3 ),

and r = 2n(m
identities:

+ /) + n(m + 2/).

With this notation we immediately get the following

(Sa)

(Sb)

Kh;<P

=

I

dhjX~)( i - j ),

j=O
i

(Sd)

K,/i<P =

I
j=O

d,IjY;u-) ,
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for all i = 0, ... , n, where

Ka(O =: Kao+ K al { + Ka2{2+ . .. ,
Kb(O =: KbO+ K bl { + Kb2{2 + ... ,
K d ({) =: KdO+ K dl { + Kd2{2+ . .. ,
xo({)=: xoo+xO\{+X0 2{2+. ",
xb({) =: xbo+ xbl{ + Xb2+' .. ,
y~({) =: Y~o+ Y~I{ + Y~2{2+ . .. ,

d b({) =: d bO +' .. + d b2nN{2nN,

..13 the norm of tl
and singular ve<

3.2. Essenti
greater than the

of A*A
PROPOSlTlC

a3)

{z: det.
1here To:= PH(~
are defined as ir

Proof Let

dd(O =: ddO+' .. + dd2n/{2nl.

K<1>=O,

where K is a constant matrix that can be computed from the K aj , K b ;, K dj , dbj , and
ddj, i = 0, ... , n.
We now make our second assumption of genericity.
Assumption (a2). d b({) and dd({) have distinct roots, all of which are nonzero.
Then, as in [6J, [7J, and [10], we see that db has roots a I, .• ' . ' arb inside D,
a rh+l , ... ,a(2nN- r b) on aD and 1/ ci., ... , 1/ arb outside D. Similarly, dd has roots
131, ... ,f3rd inside D, f3 rd+ I ' • • • ,f3(2nl-rd) on aD and 1//31, ... , 1/ /3rd outside D.
We are ready to state our main result.
THEOREM 1. Assume (at) and (a2). Then, p2>IIAII; is an eigenvalue of A*A if

and only

I

[

Rearranging terms in (8a), (8b), (8d) and combining them into on(;! equation we obtain.

(9)

the Toe

(a4)

if

and

(These conditiol
I and equation:
(n)
strong IY as x

rank R < r,

where

(9a)

R:= K b (a(2nN- rh»)
K d (f3l)
Kd (f3(2nl-rd»)

Proof By Proposition 1, p2 is an eigenvalue of A* A if and only if there exists
xoEH(Mo), XbEH2(C N ) and Y~EH2(C/), not zero, such that (7a), (7b), (7d) are

and y;(n) E L 2(
Note that (

satisfied. By an argument similar to the one used in [3], [6], [7], and [11], we see that
the existence of such Xo, xb, Y~ is equivalent to finding a nonzero <1> such that

K h (aj)<1>

= 0,

Kd (f3j)<1> = 0,

= 1, ... , 2nN  rb,
i = 1, ... , 2nl- rd,
i

and (9) holds. This completes the proof.
0
Remark. In the absence of the genericity assumptions, the matrix (9a) takes on
a certain degenerate form exactly as in [11]. We see from Theorem 1 that the large t
value of p that gives a solution for the equation
det R*R =0

Since p > ,}" we

is invertible, an
Next from
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(QI~+ KQ2~2+ . .. ,
~bl~+ Kb2~

2

+ ... ,

is the norm of the 4-block operator A. From R, we can determine the singular values
and singular vectors of the 4-block operator A.
3.2. Essential spectrum. We now give a sufficient condition for p to be strictly
oreater than the essential norm of A; in order to do this we study the essential spectrum

\:dl~+ Kd2~2+ . .. ,

~f A* A.

~+X02~2+ . .. ,

PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that
(a3)
the Toeplitz operator T2:= PH 2 Mi Mol H2 is invertible,
(a4)
{z: det XI (z) = O} n u e ( To) = 0,
where To:= PH(Mo)sIH(Mo )' Then, p>max{f3, y} implies p2~ue(A*A), where f3 and y
are defined as in § 2.
Proof Let p> max {f3, y}. If p2 were in ue(A * A), then there would exist

1~+xh2+'

.. ,

1~+Y~2~2+ ... ,

. + db2nN~2nN,
. + dd2nl 2nl.

[;:::] E

:ombining them into one equation we obtain,

p=O,

H'(Cm)Ell L'(C ' )

with

I [;:::] II,

I

=

Vn

~

1,

and [;~;; i ] ~ 0 weakly as n ~ 00, satisfying

o ] [x/(n)]

of genericity.
ave distinct roots, all of which are nonzero.
,ee that db has roots a I, . • . , arb inside D,
. , 1/ arb outside D. Similarly, dd has roots
on aD and 1/ iii, ... , 1/ iird outside D,
It.
Then, p2> II A 1/; is an eigenvalue of A *A if

Me

y~(n) ~ 0

strongly,

In

and
(These conditions for p2 E ue(A * A) are sufficient as well.) This follows from Proposition
I and equations (4b) and (7d). Note that F1(O, F 2 (O, and F)(O converge to zero
strongly as x(n) and in) converge to zero weakly. In the above we have, as before,

x(n) = xhn)+ M~~(I1),

.. R<r,

y(n)

[;~:::] =: x~(") E H'(Cm)Ell H'( C'),

(f3(2nl-rd»)
genvalue of A* A if and only if there exi t
: \ not zero, such that (7a), (7b), (7d) are
ne used in [3], [6], [7], and [11], we see that
Llent to finding a nonzero <I> such that

= 1, ...

+ Mey~(n),

xhn) ] _. (n)
[ y;(n) - . Xo E H(Mo),

a(2nN-rn»)
Kd (f3I)

i

= y~(n) + y;(I1)

, 2nN - rb,

and y~(n) E L2(C / )8 H2(C / ). They all converge to zero weakly as n ~ 00.
Note that (7d)e means that

(P'I - [F(S)*

J(S)*]

[~i:;]) y;(") -> 0

strongly.

Since p > y, we see that

i= 1,'" ,2nl-rd,

o
ricity assumptions, the matrix (9a) takes on
11]. We see from Theorem 1 that the large t
=Iuation

i invertible, and so y~(n) converges to zero strongly.
Next from (4b)e we get that

~*R

(6L,

=0

Xo(Ox~n)+db(~)Moxh(n)~O

strongly.
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Taking orthogonal projections on M. H2(C N

)

we see that

In summa
x~n) ~ 0 strong}

PH! Mt Xox&n) + PH 2 Mf Modb({)xb(n) ~ 0 strongly.

Recall that PH2Mf Xox&n) = PH2noM~x&n), so it converges to zero strongly as xo"l e
H(Mo) converges to zero weakly. Hence using Assumption (a3) we have that
(7)e
db({)xg n) ~ 0 strongly.
This implies, by (6)e, that

db ({) det X. ({)x~n) ~ 0

(8)e

strongly.

It is easy to see, by definition of {3, that for p > {3, d b ({) has no roots on aD. Then we
can write

for some

a., ••• , anN

[
and

ED. Multiplying (7)e by
nN

Thus p2 canno
Remark. r
then the above
max {{3, y}. Act
plants and MIl
All we can shm
for all n ~ 1, an
the difficulty is

[

ln )]
X
yen)

~

0 we

a.

;~. (1- ~a;)2'
which is in H

co

(because all a;'s are in D), we obtain
m.({)xb(n)~ 0

strongly,

where

This implies that xb(n) ~ 0 strongly, because m.(S)*m.(S) is equal to the identity.
From (8)e, a .similar argument gives that
det X.({)x~n) ~ 0

(9)e

strongly.

In the SISO case
we get the result
x(nl]
decompose [ y<")
dimensional case
Hence we obtain
case is much mOl
We now sum
COROLLARY

(i) Ify~{3
(ii) If y < {3
COROLLARY:

Let us assume now that d.({):= det X.({) has nonzero distinct roots. So dt ({) =0 at
points Z., ... , znl inside D, 1/ i., ... , 1/ i n, outside i5, and znl+.' i nl + l , ••• , Z" N, Z"N
on aD. Using a similar trick as before, we obtain
Proof Let M

nN

m2 ({)

n

({-zi)({-il)x6n)~O

strongly,

;=nl+1

where

Hence we see that
nN

Taking the orthogonal projection of this last expression on H (Mo), we get
nN

for x~n) ~ 0 weakly, and x~n) E H(Mo). By Assumption (a4) none of
essential spectrum of To, therefore x&n) ~ 0 strongly.

Z;,

Zi are in th

where m := det M. c
associated to L. Th
of generality, we n
scalar-valued funct
choose M. = m (set
the finite dimensiOl
Remark. In pro
to know is an upp
det R* R (considert
IAII = I/Alle, then tht
as a function of p,
oscillates near this .
can estimate the ess

·UM
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In summary, we have established that y~(n) ~ 0 strongly, xg n ) ~ 0 strongly and
x~n ) ~ 0 strongly. So, [;;::;] ~ 0 strongly, which contradicts that IIG)::~]1I2 = 1 for all n ~ 1.
0
Thus p2 cannot be in (Te(A *A).
Remark. Note that a sufficient condition for (a4) to hold is p> a. So if IIAlle > a,
then the above Proposition 2 gives an upper bound for the essential norm: IIAlle ~
max {{3, 'Y}' Actually, we must prove, if possible, the equality as in the case of SISO
plants and MIMO finite-dimensional systems. However this is not easy in our case:
All we can show is that if p = 'Y then (7d)e holds for some y~(n) such that Ily~ ( n) 112 = 1
for all n ~ 1, and y~(n) ~ 0 weakly. This implies that p2 E (Te(A* A), and IIAlle ~ 'Y. But
the difficulty is with {3: if p = (3 then there exists

strongly.

•0

rges to zero strongly as x~" E
,tion (a3) we have that

gly.
has no roots on aD. Then we

with

I [;::: II,

= I

\In
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~

1,

X(II )

and LlIIl] ~ 0 weakly as n ~ 00, such that

X,W [;:::] -- 0

) is equal to the identity.

strongly.

In the SISO case, by multiplying (lO)e by Moa) (which then commutes with X 2 ({)),
we get the result that IIAll e ~ (3. Moreover, in the MIMO finite-dimensional case we
decompose [~~::~ ] as x~n) + Mox~(n), and as before x~n) E H( Mo). Since in the finite
dimensional case H(Mo) is finite-dimensional, x~n) ~ 0 weakly implies x~n) ~ 0 strongly.
Hence we obtain that (4b)e holds; then IIAlie ~ {3. The infinite-dimensional MIMO
case is much more subtle.
We now summarize the above discussion with two corollaries to Proposition 2.
COROLLARY 1. Assume (a3) and a ~max {{3, 'Y}' Then,
(i) If 'Y ~ {3 then IIAlle = 'Y.
(ii) If'Y < {3 then 'Y ~ IIAlie ~ (3.
COROLLARY 2. Consider finite-dimensional MIMO case, i.e., Ma) is rationaL Then,

listinct roots. So d 1 ({) = 0 at
nd Zn\+l, Zn\+l, ... 'ZnN' i nN

I All e = max {{3, 'Y}.
Proof Let

Mad

denote the algebraic adjoint of M. Then

trongly,

gly.
n H(Mo), we get

ngly,
4) none of

Zj,

Zj are in the

where m := det M. Clearly, L has all rational entries. Now let AL be the 4-block operator
associated to L. Then it is easy to see that IIALlle = IIAlle. In other words, without loss
of generality, we may assume that M is of the form mI where mE H OC> is an inner
scalar-valued function. But in this case, we have that (a3) is satisfied since we can
choose Ml = m (see also the discussion below in § 4). Hence by Proposition 2, and by
the finite dimensionality of H(m), we have the required conclusion.
0
Remark. In practice we do not need to compute the essential norm. All we need
to know is an upper bound /-to for I All with which to start. Then the first zero of
det R * R (considered as a function of p) less than J-Lo, will be I A II. Of course, if
IIAII = IIAlle, then there is no first eigenvalue. Hence on the computer, if we plot det R* R
as a function of p, the graph of det R* R does not cross the p axis above IIAlle, but
oscillates near this value, since the eigenvalues accumulate at IIAlle. In this way we
. can estimate the essential norm.
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4. SISO case. In this section we apply the above theory to SISO plants. The first
thing to note in this case is that the factorizations (fl), (f2), (D) are trivial, because
M({) is scalar, so it commutes with everything:
M({)* B({)

= B({)M({)*,

M({)*C({)

= C({)M({)*,

Xo({)Mo({) = Mo({)Xo({).

Invoking th

the followin

Let us
W)
We will fin
reduces to 1
Follow

W2 == b,

Here we have Mo({) = M({)[6 ~]. Since Mo({) = M , ({) Assumption (a1) holds (in fact
is the identity). Moreover, we do not really have to compute Xb-I). Indeed, recali
the equation
1"

(5)
Taking the projections of (5) on H(Mo) and MoH2(C
(5a)

N

),

we obtain

XI ({)xo = Fh({)  M O({)PH 2 Mo({) * Fh({) + M O({)PH2 Mo({)* X,({)xo,

and
In terms oj

(5b)
These equations (5a), (5b), are in the form of the equations (24c), (24d) of [6]. Now
we can use similar computations to the ones used in [6] to obtain the final result,
namely, a rank type formula as in our main theorem.
In the next section we give an example illustrating the computations for the SISO
case.

5. A SISO 2-block example. For simplicity of notation and exposition, the fol
lowing example is chosen in the 2-block setup and a SISO plant is considered. The
2-block problem for stable SISO distributed plants was first solved in [22]. Motivations
for studying the 2-block problem comes from the mixed sensitivity minimization (see,
e.g., [14], [19]), which can be stated as follows. Consider the feedback configuration
shown in Fig. 2. The mixed sensitivity minimization problem is to find
J.L

i~~ .

= CSlablhzlng sup { II
=

.mf
CSl a bilizing

I[

[~] II
U

2

: I vl1 2

~ I}

and M({):
Also note
we seek so

In this spe

(11)
where

Xb E

(Ila)

WI (I + PC)-IW) I
] II '
W2 C (I + PC) W3
00

(lIb)

v
(llc)
If we

e

u

d

y

0
- t

(12)

I·

~--------------------------------------------FIG. 2

(13)

no~
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fl), (f2), (0) are trivial, because
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Invoking the standard Youla parametrization of all stabilizing controllers, we obtain
the following expression for I-'- for P stable:

)*,
')* ,

J).
() Assumption (a 1) holds (in fact
(-I)
,
to compute X ° . Indeed, recall

Let us now choose some specific values for the weights and the plant: WI = 1,
W2 = b, W) = 1/(s+ 1), and P = e- hs • Here O~.b <00 and O~ h <00 are free parameters.
We will find the dependence of I-'- on band h. Note that jf b = 0 then the problem
reduces to the I-block case.
Following the factorization techniques used in [15] and [19] we can show that

: Fb(()·
(eN), we obtain

Wo(nPH 2 Mo(n* XI(nXo,

\1o(n* X1(()xo.

In terms of our notation

quations (24c), (24d) of [6]. Now
in [6] to obtain the final result,
n.

ing the computations for the SISO

1

W( () =

Jl

+ b2

(1 2

n,

and M(() = eh({+I)/({-I). We can compute the lower bound for I-'- as "Aile = b/Jl + b 2.
Also note that if we set Q = 0 then we find an upper bound for I-'- as one. Therefore
we seek solutions p2, to the eigenvalue equations (la), (lb) in the region:

notation and exposition, the foi

b2
2< 1
1 + b 2 =P = .

l a SISO plant is considered. The

'as first solved in [22]. Motivations
ixed sensitivity minimization (see,
Insider the feedback configuration
1 problem is to find

--<

In this specific example, equation (5) turns out to be

(11)
where Xb

E

H(M), x~ E H2, and where

XI,

X 2, and FI can be computed to be

(11 a)

(11 b)
v

(IIc)

1
b 2 e- h
1
h
F I(n=4 xbO + 4(l+b2) x~o+ 4(l+b 2) (((-1)M(n+e- )u_ l •

If we now take the projection of b'oth sides of (11) on MH2, we see that
(12)

X2(nX~= 4(l+b 2) (x~O-(U-I)'

Thus from (11), (lla)-(11c) and (12), we have
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2

(n

2

It is easy to check that for b / (1 + b ) ~ p2 ~ I, X 2
has one root, '2, inside the unit
disc D, and that XI(n has both roots, 'I, ,~I on the unit circle aD. Therefore we have
x~o = '2U-I, and so

be used to solve n
distributed system~
At this point
solving the optima
note that these tec
in [2] and [4] for f
since the operato
principle get all 0
[1], once we kno\\
out for the I-bloc
make contact with
to explore the pm
the 4-block probl ,

Hence from (13) we may conclude that
(14)
where y:=JI/p2_1, O~y~l/b, and tan-IyJI+b2/JI-b2y2E[0,1T/2]. Note that
for (14) to have a solution, we need h ~ 1Tb/2. Hence, if h ~ 1Tb/2 then J.L = "A li I! ==
b/Jl+bi; otherwise J.L = p = I/Jy 2+ I where y is the unique solution of (14) in the
range ~ y ~ 1/ b. Note that when b = 0, (14) becomes

°

= 1T,

hy +tan- I y

O~y ~oo,

[1]

V. M. ADAMJAI

[2]

J. A. BALL AN[

operator ana

which is exactly the same equation obtained previously in [9], [10], [16], and [21] for
the I-block problem. Clearly, as b i 00, we have that J.L i 1. The physical meaning of
this situation is that in this case we infinitely penalize the energy of the command
signal u. Indeed, since P is already stable we are allowed to choose C = 0, which will
make u = 0, and hence solve the problem. However, in this situation the tradeoff i
that the energy of the worst error signal cannot be less than the energy of the disturbance
signal d, so J.L will be equal to one. Figure 3 gives an indication on how J.L depends
on the parameters band h.
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6. Concluding remarks. In this paper we have studied Roo optimization of multi
variable distributed systems. We took the most general case of the standard Roo problem,
namely, the so-called 4-block problem. Here, we developed a rank type formula for
the computation of the eigenvalues of the operator A *A. It is important to emphasize
once more that the crucial steps of the procedure presented here are: (i) to do the
factorizations (fl)-(O), and (ii) 'to find Xb-l). We refer to the paper [3] for the methods
of performing these steps. From a computational point of view, the same method may
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rde aD. Therefore we h ave

2

- b y2 E [0, 1T12]. Note that
. h ~ 1Tb12 then J.L = "A" ~ =
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used to solve the 4-block problem for MIMO lumped systems, and MIMO stable
distributed systems.
At this point we feel that the skew Toeplitz theory gives a satisfactory way of
olving the optimal version of the 4-block problem in a very general setting. We should
:tote that these techniques should also lead to the suboptimal solutions as considered
in [2] and [4] for finite-dimensional systems using a state-space point of view. Indeed,
~ince the operator A is derived from the commutant lifting theorem, we could in
~rinciple get all of the suboptimal solutions via the one-step extension technique of
(lJ, once we know how to do the optimal case. This program has already been carried
out for the I-block case in [8]. Such a suboptimal parametrization would allow us to
make contact with the very important work of [2] and [4]. Finally, it would be interesting
10 explore the possibility of combining state-space and frequency-domain methods in
the 4-block problem as was done in [16] and [23] in the I-block case .
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